Huntington's disease (HD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder characterised by motor disturbance, cognitive loss, and psychiatric manifestations.' It is inherited in an autosomal dominant fashion and affects approximately 1 present on all HD chromosomes tested and, although the mechanism by which increased trinucleotide repeat length leads to the characteristic neuropathology of HD is still unknown, there is no longer any doubt that the mystery surrounding the genetic basis of HD has been resolved. rhe repeat is highly variable and initial reports suggested 17 discrete allele sizes ranging from about 11 to 34 copies of the CAG trinucleotide in the normal population and an expanded range from 42 to 100 copies on Huntington's chromosomes. A direct correlation between age of onset and size of the expansion has been proposed with the largest CAG expansions being found in juvenile onset Huntington We have used our own PCR assay to determine the exact size of the (CAG), repeat in a large set of normal and HD subjects from the Scottish population. We have used these results to address the questions of (1) the size distribution in the normal and HD populations, and (2) the effect of paternal or maternal transmission of the disease allele.
Methods
Our PCR assay has been published.5 After this publication variation in the (CCG). rich region immediately 3' to the (CAG). repeat has been reported.6 This region contains at least four discrete alleles in the general population varying in size over a range of at least 9 bp. In the East Anglian population there is some evidence for linkage disequilibrium between the smallest allele size, which corresponds to the originally published sequence of this interval, and HD chromosomes. PCR assays including this further variable region will give inaccurate sizes for the CAG expansion. Although several improved PCR assays have been published since the publication of the original paper by the Huntington's Consortium, 79 our assay is the only method published that does not amplify across this second variable region.
Results

ACCURATE SIZE DETERMINATION OF THE HD CAG REPEAT
We present some typical results obtained using our assay (figs 1, 2, and 3). The best resolution for accurate sizing of the PCR product is obtained using 6% denaturing acrylamide gel electrophoresis. We have found that the identification of the absolute product size is hampered if both DNA strands are visible. In order to avoid a bias for any familial effect we have used affected parent, first affected child pairs only in this calculation. There is a significant positive difference between the paternal and maternal medians, p = 0-026. In paternal transmissions the median repeat size increases by one repeat whereas in maternal transmissions the median is unchanged. The range and mean of CAG repeat sizes inherited from the father increased whereas the range and mean repeat sizes inherited from the mother showed little change. This statistical analysis gives unequivocal evidence for increased paternal CAG repeat instability, the overall effect being repeat expansion in paternal transmission.
AGE OF ONSET AND CAG REPEAT SIZE
We have found it impossible to obtain accurate age at onset information for many of our patients from their clinical records. If there is a correlation between age of onset of symptoms and CAG repeat size our poor age at onset data would only confuse the issue. We can, however, make a number of general observations. We see a definite link between very large expansion sizes and early onset of symptoms. All subjects with greater than 53 CAG repeats have ages of onset in their mid twenties or earlier in our population. We do not find the absolute CAG repeat size alone is a good clinical index for age of onset in affected subjects because we have found many subjects with 39 to 42 CAG repeat size range with ages of onset greater than 30 Figure 5 Fluorescent PCR products resolved using a Pharmacia automatic DNA sequencer. The PCR products were resolved on a 6% denaturing polyacrylamide gel and the fluorescent profiles were collected. Only one of the primers was fluorescently labelled so the detector only sees one strand. The analysis software scales the peaks relative to the strongest signal. The cosmid clone L191FI was run as a control. This clone has been sequenced and contains 18 CAG repeats. The individual shadow bands every 3 bp are also seen with this system and scoring the peak sizes relative to the constant band (not shown) is straightforward. We score the highest peak as the CAG repeat size. Change in repeat size from parent to child Figure 7 Variation of CAG repeat size upon transmission of Huntington's chromosomes. 
